
T here are twO definitions of culture. One has t~ do. with an 

elite clus of artists and connoisseurs With obJecuv~ stan· 

dards uni~rsal ideals. absolute truth. 1be other 1S C?n· 

-~ 'th ~: .... "' men and women living together. evolvmg 
~motU Wl o .......... , • . . th . 
thdr own institutions. producing their own arufacu, creaung etr 

own myths. 

Since the Renaissance, architects have generall)' associated 

thernsdves with the fmt deftnition of culture although the Modern 

Movement tried to combine the rwo. ~quest for absolute trut_h 

has taken various forms: the ttaditional idea~ of ~auty. o~mc 

functionalism, more recently the return t~ ranonalismth a~~ tts ~IT
shoot, soucturalism. [f one of these were n~ht. then. e tsCU.SSton 

15 to whether there could e\'eT be a Canadtan architecture would 

be at an end. All "-e could do would be try to understand what 

nature or reason - or architecture itself - has set down fo~ us to 

follow, and then we too might learn how to produce destgn of 

ttanscendtntal quality just like our colleagues from other parts of 

the world. 

Thf: dream of a single. objectiYe, definitive standard, based on 

discoverable laws and principles, has fascinated architects over the 

~nturies. It prm;dcs the psychological boost needed to have fatth 

in what onf: does, it gives us the basis on which to condemn those 

whose work we dislike, and it allows architects, critics and teachers 

to set them.seh·es up as authorities. The fact that no rules ha\-e e\·er 

been pt'O\-ed to be necessary or sufficient, that most rules are 

muuwly exclusive and therefore suspect in their own validity, or 

that the history of architecture itself is sufficient evidence that both 

theory and design are conditioned by time and place, has done 

nothing to dampen the enthusiasm with which architects hold to 

their belief in the ex:Utence of some ultimate and external authori
ty. 

In itself, this act of so-called reification whereby human beings 

conjure up an abatract existence for their otherwise inexplicable 

beliefs is normal. Unfortunately, it can have pernicious side ef· 

fecu. Any fundamentalist dogma breeds narrow·rnindedness, in

tolerancr, the hatred of opposing \iew, and the rejection and 

ridiculing of beliefs other than one's own. Amongst architects it 

has encouraged and helped minority cliques to impose their tastes 

~orldwide i~ the nam~ of 10me objec~ reality. But most damag

mg .of all, tt undermmes the role ¥.-e play in shaping our own 
desuny. 

Given a world ttaditionally conceived as operating through divine 

or natural law, thr realization that JOc:ial institutions were man

made only surfattd in the 18th century. In architecture the 

catalyst was the rediscovery of Gothic. Faced with different but 

eq ua) ~ of fo~ and compolitional rules, the notion of style wu 

deve~. The idea answered many problenu. It explained why 

architecture appeared in many forma. It allowed for different 

modes a! .arc hi~ within the evolution of weatttn civilization 

- Cla~~~cum. Gothic- andoutiJde it- Arabic, Indian, Chinese. 

It. d~rated how each and every style could be considered 

wtt~m ttxlf. It showed why judgement~ chanpi as atandards 

vaned. And more problematically, it related architecture to other 
faceu of the society that produced it. 

From ~ standpoint, architecture was not the realization of an 

abttraa 1-de~J. ~ ~n exprellitm of JOc:ial values. Together with 

other tOCUI uutnuuona - government, religion, language, law, 
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art - it was part of the culture of any group that had its own uni· 

que idmtity. In this sense, culture was not something imposed 

from above, but the natural outcome of social life, to be found 

equally in a ' primitive' Indian tribe as in 'civtlized' western nations. 

Productive as it has been - and it is at the heart of anthropology, 

archaeology and art history - the twin concepts of style and 

culrure as a unified theory lent itself to a number of potential 

fallacies. It assumed that one aspect of society predominated over 

all others or, in another version, that its metaphysical totality in· 

fused and conditioned all its corutituent parts. It assumed that all 

manifestations of social activity were somehow interconnected. It 

assumed that western civilizaoon constituted a single culture. And 

it came to assume that there was a cause and effect relationship 

between the quality of a society and that of the art it produced. 

Implicit in the belief that architecture 'reflects' its time and ~lace is 

the bidden inference that some pre-architectural content eJUSts for 

it to reflect. In its most popular form, this 'essence' has. been ~n

ceived as the 'spirit of the age'. Given an objective matenal basu by 

Marx who argued that the character of art was determined by ~he 

economic aystem from which it results, the vision of a 'Machine 

Age' was fostered by architects such as Le Corbusier. At tht! same 

time, both men, who shared a liking for Greek art, attempted .to 

reconcile their contention that architecture was indicative of JU 

time, with the conflicting notion that it also followed its own i~ 

mutable laws. It is from this symbolic union of the Parthenon With 

a Bugatti engine that Modem architecture derived. 

This move to combine social culture and aesthetic culture did 

nothing to help the cause of nationalism. The only effect was to 

limit and qualify the 'absolute' rules of an aesthetic creed ~y the 

'universal' conditions in which they were applied. Once aga.m the 

reality ofliving in Canada or Timbuktu had nothing to do ~th.ar· 

chitectural design. The only change was that instead of des•~ng 

Neoclassical buildincn in Nazi Germany, Communist Russ•a ror 
o - 'Jd' 1or 

New Deal U.S.A., architects now designed Modem bu1 mgs 



countries as divene ujapan, Saudi Arabia and Brazil. Being com
monly regarded aa the expression of western civilization, it was 
taken for granted by its citizenry that western architecture was 
both the norm and the best. The consequence was that while, in 
theory, it could be accepted that differences might be allowed, in 
practice, other areas were considered ripe for western 'im
provements' (so that even the U.S.S.R. exported its own brand of 
Neoclassicism to China) or in line for being 'updated' due to the 
historical necessity of events. 

This Eurocentric point of view permeated and confused the theory 
and history of architecture. By chronicling a single line of develop
ment regardless of geographic borders, it explained all internal 
differences as regional variations and reduced all external imita· 
tions to a colonial or provincial status. In thia situation, content 
could be achieved by substituting wheatsheaves for acanthus 
leaves. But even mother countries were not immune to such 
cultural imperialism. In the cultural life of the western world, no 
one nation has an architectural history it can entirely call its own, 
and some have always had their styles imported or imposed. 

The flaw in the reasoning was to oversimplify the complex nature 
of culture as it applied to a set of separately identifiable groups or 
nations, and to equate it with a small class of architects and their 
patrons whose interests and aims were supranational. Thus cat
chphrase notions like the 'Age of Reason' - during which the fall 
of Quebec established Canada with two founding nations whose 

cultural differences we all know only too well - failed to recognize 
the importance of other more general cultural traits. The 
transmittance of styles was brought about as a result of a minority 
aesthetic taste rather than through any popular expression, aa with 
the introduction of the Italian Renaissance into France by 
Philibert Delorme and into England by Inigo Jones. It could easily 
be argued that, far from representing the triumph of a superior or 
later phase of European aesthetic culture over one that was inferior 
or less advanced, this sort of intrusion was a defeat for the in
digenous social culture that was being exploited and undermined. 

The consciousness that Classicism represented not only an aesthetic 
ideal but also an ethnic bias came with Goethe's eulogy on 
Strasbourg cathedral. In it he decried the recently published 
theories of the AbM Laugier that sought universal rules for ar
chitecture in the primordial buildings of antiquity. Although both 
English and German writers were to claim Gothic as their national 
style, the rift that emerged was essentially between two European 
factions, between the Greco-Roman and Nordic traditions, bet
ween the light and reason of the south and the dark brooding 
mysticism of the north. Thus Gothic and Renaissance were por
trayed as not just two consecutive styles but as the natural expres
sion of two distinctive groups who at consecutive times had been 
the dominant force on the European continent. In this reinter

. pretation, the Renaissance of Brunelleschi heralded a return to the 
Italian mainstream after a period of national decline, while the 
rediscovery of Gothic was vindicated by a reassertion of northern 
values. 

At the same time, the rise of nationalism in the wake of the 
American and French revolutions and Napoleon's armies, 
established the political structure in which nationalistic 
movements could flourish. Instead of the broad north-south divi
sion of European culture, there were now independent states of 
every shape and size. The univenal realm of the Roman Empire 
and the Christian church, well serviced by the Classic and Gothic, 

had dissolved into a pathwork. of separate aocietiea, each with its 
own special cha.racter. The stage was set for architecture to take its 
place alongside other social manifestations - language, govern
ment, laws, traditions - as a symbolic component of each culture 
of which it formed part. 

This did not happen. Certainly the English Gothic RevJvaJ se
quence which led to the Queen Anne echools of the London School 
Board, and the no-nonsense houJes much admired by Hermann 
Mutheaius, found its motivation - if not all its sources - in the 
English physical and social climate. But any such incipient na· 
tionalistic tendencies were easily bnubed aside by the 1ubsequent 
success of the Modem Movement. Global in scope and meaning, 
the International Style once again took the world aa its domain and 
completely ignored ethnic boundaries. The question mun then be 
asked that, if architecture is an expression of each specific culture, 
how did this so readily come to pass? Or conversely. given the in
trinsic nature of architecture and the manner in which it occurs, 
does it have the capacity to be representative of any specific 
culture? 

As we have seen, it has been generally assumed either that ar
chitecture is an autonomous art form based on universal laws -
aesthetic, behavioural, and natural - or that it reflects universal 
conditions - actual or idealized. While these have also been wrap
ped up in metaphysical terms, they have obviously contributed to 
the international direction that a.rchitecture has persistently taken. 
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Industriali.ution, urbanization; the need for ~ing, ~ces, 
schools, hospitals; the means and methods of deggn; p~ofessJonal 
and business practices and requirements; consume- habits. All are 

I 'ldy standard in a large part of w world. \\-'h~t then could 
~ ~~;t to justify the pursuit of an indigenous archit~cture that 
would be any more than a regional variation - rcsponstve perhaps 

to the local cl~te - of an international theme? 

Two arguments must be made. The fim is tha~ it has pi'O\-ed dif

ficult to generate an intern.a.tional style: esp~aDy.one b~ ?n 
form, that can accommodate local modific.auons ~thout tmpan

. ia symbolic integrity - witness the bnck Gothic of no~ 
~rmany or the pitch-roofed Modem of Califo~a - a ~ca
ment which helpito explain why subsequent regtonal. coloruaJ or 

provincial versions of a given style are generally, at best, seco~d
rate. Seomdly. what constitutes a culture in the anthropologJcal 
1e01e is not bow human beings behave in any general way, but 

what they make of their lives togetha in a particular way. 

Notwithstancting the strucruralist contention that cultural dif

ferences only repramt transformations of a natural ord~, the f~ct 
remains that architecture is sd.f-evidently a concrete manifestaoon 

of a panicula.r time and place and not purely the physical embodi

ment of some eternal, absolute, univena.l system. In other words, 

regardlcs of wbaber any maaphysical essence underlies a..rchi~

tural design. history and cmnmo~ tell us that the ~orms 1t 

takes are conceived through the expenence of human exutence. 
Rather than being the expresion of technology - obviously a tool 

- or any otha factor. architectural design dearly evinces the 

manner in which mch agents are viewed. Thus architecture tells us 
u much about the people who design as it does concerning the 
isaues to be faced and resolved. 

lt is this special qtWiry of a people that lends itsdf to characteriza
tion as 'American' or 'Canadian' or even 'Q.uebecoi.s'; and, in ar
chitectural terms, resulu in residential environmena as unique as 
those of the Dogon, or Hyd.erabad, or Amsterdam, or Halifax. If 
thete anonymous baildings can sene to ftll the culture of a group, 

and, a.u:ming that architeca represent the aociety in which they 
live, why it is that the work which they so painstaltingly and self

conKiously produce fails to similarly portray or satisfy the same 
conditiocs? 

The answer lies in the architect's role as spokesperson for society. 
When patrons and architecu favoured the same taste and the ma· 

jority of JOCiety - being illiterate and oppressed - could be ig· 
nored, architecu were readily able to convince themselves that 

what they did reflected both an aesthetic ideal and the social reali
ty. The Industrial Revolution shattered this 1imple relationship 

with the emergence of two other potent groups. A middle clau 
which proceeded to take over the function of client that the uppet:. 

clua had once enjoyed and a working class which, by its numbers 

and increasing militancy, came to represent the main part of socie

ty. Aga.inlt these opposing forces, architects developed two 
auattgies. Bourgeois taste waa ridiculed and condemned. With the 
working cla.sa majority, they were more circum•pect and equivocal. 

On tbe one hand they denounced the factory system and division of 
labour which had cut off the workers from their crafts and, as a 

r.esult, ~pted their naturalaenae of design and turned them in

to Pllllve CODSUJnen of shoddy merchandilc. At the same time, 
they accepted the f~ct that people had become pallive conawnen 

~nd let themaelws up u afbiten of good design who, by interven

ang between vulgar manufaauren and their innocent cuatomen 
would raite the general lnd of tam by giving people what the; 
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ought to like. 

Following from these changed circumstances, architects could no 

longer seelt the justificauon of their work in its acceptance by the 

power elite, but had to impose it on an unresponsive public to pro· 
ve their contention that it was socially apposite. In this advocacy of 

a particular style, they were encouraged by their training to find 

motivation in the professional interests of an international faction 

rather than in their own situation. If the aesthetic model had been 

developed from some indigenous base, architecture would have 

realized its potential as the sublimation of ordinary building into 

art , as - ironically - it did in Vtctorian England and in Italy 

where a common bond existed between. the local building tradition 

and its Classical, Modern, Fascist and Rationalist idealizations. As 
it was, the undiscriminating rejection of popular taste cut off ar· 

chitectS from their social group, w bile their presumption that their 

own taste was the standard of perfection, set them above and out· 

side the public domain . 

Ordinary people: ignorant, int:erior, un-'cul~'; in c~::s: 
middle·clus, middle-brow, mediocre. Confronnng them wtth 

dain and proselytizing fervour, arcbitectl, her~i~y ~ttempted to 
raise the quality of design. Given this simpluuc cancature .of a 
1ituation, inherited from the nineteenth century, critics havee~tblder 

.1: hi ture of wor • despaired of ever producing a Canawan arc ~. 
1 

wide repute, or pinned their hope~ on grad~~lly ~wm~ the~::. 
level of public taste 10 as to prov1de the mtheu .m wh1ch gre . 
chitecture might flouri1h . Yet in spite of the wtdespread assump 
tion that all social institutioN interact upon each other, the p~· 
tice of architecture has largely maintained iu own autonom~. e 

major influence on its evolution has been its own inter~al histo~: 
That thia has transpired is because architectur~, from Its very of 
ception, wu attributed the capacity to symbo~e some ur:,re 
objective truth. By reversing both positions. a different an 
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desirable cultural relationship can be reached. 

While it does not in any axiomatic way follow that architecture 
should reflect beliefs or values derived from other social institu
tions - from economic or political or scientific convictiona - it is 
obviously better for a social art like architecture, if the architec
tural values that it projects are shared by the majority of those it 
serves in a democratic nation. And, if this proposition is accepted, 
its attainment is more likely to grow out of our common way of life 

than from the esoteric pursuit of some abstract metaphysical illu
sion. Far from symbolizing any aspect of ultimate truth, architec
ture has always been addressed to the psychic - intellectual, emo
tional, perceptual, mnemonic, visual - needs of those who 
positively responded to the signs that it wed. To give meaning and 
sustenance, a sense of order, tradition, relevance, beauty to the 
built environment for everyone - not just a favoured few - who 
must make their life in it, regardless of their occupational class, is 
surely no mean task. For such a resolution to be effective, it must 
be readily shared. 

Architectural concepts, forms, strategies, motifs, principles do not 
constitute the a fmon· means and methods of a professional group 
but are the artificial conventions through which it realizes its ar
ch~tectural intentions. By focussing exclusively on their own 
pnvate language as if this had an objective existence of its own 
rather than being a particular aesthetic code - different but not 
neceaaarily superior to those familiar to other people - architects 

have divorced themselvea from public undentandi.ng in the same 
way that they themselvea have been put off by the ruling conven
tions of certain other art forma. The aolution to the current disillu
sionment with the stylistic conventions of Modem architecture ia 
not to impose new aets imported from Amsterdam, Los Angeles or 
Milan, but to evolve a style or - more usefully - an outlook than 
can accommodate the sentiments, the attitudes and beliefs, the 
realities, myths and dreanu, that collectively make up the Cana
dian ethos. 

Are there any indications that this is happening? Certainly not in 
the work of those who continue to ape their menton from abroad. 
But elsewhere, the advance towarda an archite~ responsive to 
our culture is being made from various approaches. Less affected 
by undermining trenda that are promoted through the i.nterna: 
clonal circuit, those architects with an original talent, being Cana· 
dian, are predispoeed to create images that are eloquent of their 
own situation. Othen look for content in the existing Canadian 
fabric, finding their stimulus in the historic working out of built 
forms, or in the everyday arena of contemporary life, or more 
directly in climate, geography and social patterns of behaviour. 
Such individual endeavours provide an accumulative source of ar· 
chitectural material on which to base an indigenous architecture. 
But underlying and reinforcing these isolated results, within the 
same process that has already evolved its own vernacular tradi· 
tions, exists that more general interaction of contextual forces and 
creative Teo'ponses whose impact is demomtrated by the new spatial 
order that marks the present-day Canadian architectural scene. 

For all people have a culture. Architects can add to it, enrich it, 
open up new directions for it; or they can diston and inhibit it. In 
the past, their pretensions to a foreign ideal have done much to 
perpetuate a colonial frame of mind. Today, the wider demand for 
myths and symbols - literary, cinematographic, architectural -
to sustain and further our own identity, pluralistic in the diversity 
of our people and the variety of our land, requires w to leave 
behind our customary subservience to external influences and to 
seek our own posture in life through the buildings we create. We 
will then be of some value to the society to which we belong. 

Anthony]acltson is a professoT at the Technical University oJNo'CI(J 
Scotia. He is weU-Jtnown JOT his wn'tings on Canadian architecture, 
such as The Future of Canadian Architecture and Space in Cana
dian Architecture. 
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